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Abstract. Asteroseismology, as a tool to use the indirect information contained in stellar os-
cillations to probe the stellar interiors, is an active field of research presently. Stellar age, as
a fundamental property of star apart from its mass, is most difficult to estimate. In addition,
the estimating of stellar age can provide the chance to study the time evolution of astronomical
phenomena. In our poster, we summarize our previous work and further present a method to
determine age of low-mass main-sequence star.
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1. Introduction
Due to the frequencies of these oscillations depend on density, temperature, gas motion,
and other properties of the stellar interior, it can take the window to “see” the interior
of stars and help us to know the stellar internal structure and understand the stellar
evolution. With the advance of observational technique, several stars have been detected
the solar-like oscillations. Using the latest asteroseismic data, we reconstruct the model
of α Cen B and 70 Ophiuchi A (Tang et al. 2008a, 2008b). In additional, Bi et al. (2008)
have performed preliminary seismological analysis of two MOST targets.
2. Using asteroseismic diagram to estimate stellar age
Following the asymptotic formula for the frequency νn,l of a stellar p-mode of order n
and degree l was given by Tassoul(1980):
νn,l ≃ (n+
l
2
+ ǫ)ν0 − [Al(l + 1)− B]ν
2
0ν
−1
n,l , (2.1)
where, ν0 and A are related to the run of sound speed. Based on some quantities as
diagnostic purpose to probe the stellar interior proposed by some authors (Christensen-
Dalsgaard 1988; Gough 2003; et al.), like δνn,l = νn,l − νn−1,l+2, we definite another
quantity (Tang et al. 2008)
r01 =
〈δν0,2〉
〈δν1,3〉
. (2.2)
The r01 comes from the perturbation to the gravitational potential, neglected in equa-
tion (2.1), which affects modes of the lowest degrees most strongly and which probably
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Asteroseismic diagram 1
Figure 1. [a]: The ratio of small separations adjacent in l vs. age for each of 129 stellar models
described in Tang et al. (2008a). [b]: (〈∆ν〉, r01) diagram for stellar models. The vertical lines
are evolutionary tracks, labeled by the mass in the top, whereas the transverse lines are isopleths
with constant age, labeled by the age from 0.5 Gyr to 7.0 Gyr increasing with 0.5 (unit is Gyr )
increases with evolution due to the increasing central density for modes of the lowest
degrees which penetrate most deeply and hence affect δν0,2 more than δν1,3, leading
to the dependence of r01 on age. We compute some models with initial heavy metal
abundance Zi = 0.02, initial helium abundance Yi = 0.28 and mixing-length parameter
α = 1.7 using the Yale stellar evolution code (YREC; Guenther et al. 1992) and analyze
the pulsation of low degree p-modes (l = 0 − 3) for selected models in each given mass
is implemented using the Guenther’s pulsation code under the adiabatic approximation
(Guenther 1994).Considering the r01 is tightly correlated with age, we construct another
asteroseismic diagram shown in Fig. 1b, based on the values obtained from the above
computation. Interestingly, the age of star can be marked in this asteroseismic diagram
Fig. 1b. It is convenient to obtain the stellar important parameters: the mass and the
age.
3. Discussion
1. The (〈∆ν〉, r01) diagram as a new asteroseismic diagnostic tool can estimate the
mass and the age of solar-like stars. The virtue is that the age of stars can be marked in
the diagram, so we can obtain the mass and age directly.
2. We will discuss the effects of the assumed initial abundance of helium and the mixing
length parameter on the asteroseismic diagram in future work.
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